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Dry brushing, for most of us, is the first technique we learn when we begin our miniature painting journey.  
The wooden shield is probably one of the first wooden items (fig. 1) you’ve had a chance to paint.  Easy 
enough to paint it a solid colour, but what I’d like to share is my technique for 
painting a true natural wood colour and taken advantage of the texture the 
sculptor has created. Because this is a dry brushing technique, normally it may 

be one of this first part I will do, as the 
broads strokes will affect the area around it 
(fig. 2) 

The goal today is to paint the Townsfolk: 
Cart (44140)(fig 3).  Since we only have an 
hour, I may not get to the barrel and crate, but we will see.  

 

 

Prep: 

1. Remove mold lines, this cart has one normally on the top of both railings 
2. Since we are using Bones Black, it’s a good idea to wash the miniature with dish soap and water.  
3. Please come with the cart painted black, this will save a step that requires the most drying.  Any black 

should do, I’ve used the Black primer (09214). Ensure that all the cracks and crevasses have been 
covered. 

4. I would suggest NOT assembling the cart yet.  This will give you some clean unobstructed surfaces to 
practice this technique.  The wheels will turn, but a little sanding on the axel is required.  Completely 
up to you if you do this extra step. 

Brushes needed: 

1. Whatever you used to paint it black should be good for our next colour application. (round 1 or 2 ) 
2. For the third step, having an eye shadow brush (bristles half an inch in length and about as wide) 
3. Final touches are the rope.  You need a fairly fine brush, but any brush with a decent point will do. 

Paint colours: 

  Colours that I will be using will be Goblin skin (09457) and Golden Blonde (09033).  See page 2 and you could 
pick one of the other colour sets.  You should be able to tell that some of these colour combos are a bit more 
subtle. I’ve picked the one that should show the best over Zoom.  For the rope, either Ogre skin (09459) or Orc 
skin (09456) if you want a bit more contrast.  
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Some Example of a two layer Dry Brush using Reaper’s Paint line 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Acknowledge Hirst Art pieces for all the wood swats above (www.hirstarts.com).   

 

Wyvern Leather 
09492 

NMM Gold base 
09302 

Goblin Skin 
09457 

Golden Blonde 
09033 

Olive Shadow 
09157 

Pale Olive 
09036 

Dark Skin 
09041 

Palomino Gold 
09074 

Deep Red 
09002 

Hallowed Orange 
09651 

Rattlesnake Leather 
09667 

Orc Skin 
09456 

Tanned Leather 
09031 

Treasure Map 
09499 


